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About This Content

Join in on the Thanksgiving fishing tradition with the Cornucopia Pack!
What’s more delicious than roast turkey, tastier than a slice of pumpkin pie, more satisfying than the Thanksgiving dinner?

That’s right, the Cornucopia Pack!
This Thanksgiving edition Pack is your Horn of Plenty in the world of float fishing! Jam-packed with exclusive goodies, the

Cornucopia Pack features limited-edition powerful telescopic rods that are available exclusively in this Pack! Just imagine your
Thanksgiving with the wild-spirited Tomahawk 21' 3" (650), the adventurous pilgrim’s Blunderbuss 19' 8" (600) and the

Thanksgiving special CrazyTurkey 23' (700) that will turn your holiday fishing into an epicly fun pilgrimage!
And what’s more, this is your only opportunity to get the exclusive Thanksgiving edition true Pilgrim’s Doublet that gives you
more tackle and line storage capacity. The Cornucopia Pack also includes powerful spin reels, lines, hooks, a large fishnet and

bait galore!
Cornucopia Pack is all about the Thanksgiving spirit!

This plentiful and tasty Pack includes:
* 10 BAITCOINS use to purchase certain fishing tackle, available only for BaitCoins. Spend your BaitCoins wisely!
* 1000 CREDITS use to purchase certain fishing tackle, available only for BaitCoins. Spend your BaitCoins wisely!

* 7 DAYS OF PREMIUM Enjoy thirty days of Premium Status and advance your game progress by getting a 50% boost to
Experience and Credits earned for every fish you catch! In addition, you get the opportunity to rent a kayak with a 50%

discount! You also get the privilege of free registration in Competitions and the advantage of using free Forward Time function
twice as often!

* 30 Storage Slots
* 3 Tackle Setup Slots
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RODS ‘N REELS
Rods:

* Tomahawk 21' 3" (650) - Length: 21' 3" (6.5 m); Line Weight: 2–6 Lb. (1-2.67 kg); Action: Mod Fast; Pieces: 7; Guides: 9
* Blunderbuss 19' 8" (600) - Length: 19' 8" (6 m); Line Weight: 2–11 Lb. (1-5 kg); Action: Mod Fast; Pieces: 6; Guides: 9
* CrazyTurkey 23' (700) - Length: 23' (7 m); Line Weight: 3–10 Lb. (1.5-4.5 kg); Action: Mod Fast; Pieces: 8; Guides: 9

Reels:
* Pocahontas™ Thanksgiving Edition Reel - Ratio: 5.3:1; Recovery: 23.5" (60 cm); Capacity: mono 3/120 (0.12/120), braid

3/120 (0.12/120), Max Drag: 5.75 Lb. (2.6 kg)
* PeacePipe™ Thanksgiving Edition Reel - Ratio: 5.2:1; Recovery: 31.5" (80 cm); Capacity: mono 4/100 (0.2/100), braid 4/100

(0.2/100); Max Drag: 8.8 Lb. (4 kg)
* MapleBerry™ Thanksgiving Edition Reel - Ratio: 4.6:1; Recovery: 23.5" (60 cm); Capacity: mono 3/80 (0.18/80), braid

6/100 (0.15/100); Max Drag: 4.9 Lb. (2.25 kg)

TERMINAL TACKLE
* Lines:

Mono .008" (0.2 mm) - Length: 1000 yd (1000 m); Test: 4 Lb. (1.8 kg)
Mono .010" (0.25 mm) - Length: 1000 yd (1000 m); Test: 8 Lb. (3.6 kg)
Mono .009" (0.23 mm) - Length: 1000 yd (1000 m); Test: 6 Lb. (2.7 kg)

* Bobbers: Slim (x2), Glowing Slim Float
* Hooks: Hook #10, Hook #8, Hook #6, Hook #4, Hook #2, Hook #1

* Baits: Bread, Cheese, Pet Food, Dough Bails, Corn, Peas, Semolina Balls, Marshmallows

EQUIPMENT
* FishCabin XS Keepnet - Max Single Fish Weight: 7.5 Lb. (3.5 kg); Total Fish Weight: 55 Lb. (25 kg); Fish-Friendly: yes

* CozyHatchet™ Rod Case - Rods: 3; Reels: 3
* Pilgrim`s Doublet Waist Coat - Tackles: 15; Lines: 5

FISHING LICENSES (7 days):
* Basic Missouri License

* Basic New York License
* Basic Colorado License

* Basic North Carolina License
* Basic Oregon License
* Basic Florida License
* Basic Alberta License

* Basic Louisiana License
* Basic Michigan License
* Basic California License

* Basic Alaska License
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Title: Fishing Planet: Cornucopia Pack
Genre: Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Fishing Planet LLC
Publisher:
Fishing Planet LLC
Release Date: 24 Nov, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: OS Version - Windows 7, 8, 10 x64

Processor: Dual-Core 2.4 Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics Card Intel HD4600 or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

English,French,German,Polish,Russian,Ukrainian,Dutch,Simplified Chinese
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I watch american pickers, so i would rate this game as pretty good. I can't wait. My most anticipated game in the last ten years. I
grew up playing the original two Descent games and Parallax software has come back together after all of these years to create
overload. The teaser is GREAT. I can't wait to see the final product.. I highly enjoy this game. I always enjoyed sanbox city
building type games.. This game was really good. The story wasn't exceedingly long, the characters were interesting, the women
are gorgeous, the choices matter, and it's very reasonably priced.

Only thing that could have made it better would have been the ability to get into the mother's pants, too. Nominated for "Hottest
Mom" award, because damn, she's got it going on.. I heard about the series when I was young, but never had chance to play the
game due to lack of PC at the time. Later, I wasn't keen on jumping to a pretty old game I was never invested in. Then the
remakes came out.

What you need to know is that I laughed. A lot. For a game being this old, to make someone else laugh so many years later is
quite an achievement in my opinion. If you never played the original games like me, and want to have a good time in a company
of a very stylish, entertaining and funny story, then please, don't miss out.. it's a great game with a great story , there's 4 herione
all with their own route and 1 extra herione with her own extra route . the extra herione route is the sweetest route of them all .
overal the game have a great story with like 70+ hour of playtime , great music and great voice actor.. Very beautiful and funny
game with lots of (different) levels!
For the price that is really worth it!. Lord Mayor is a great casual game. The graphics are nice, the gameplay is very well balaced
and fun, and the music is great. This game has a great proper and dapper feel to it, which I find very charming. As of the time of
writing this review I have played the game for literally 20 minutes and I'm already hooked. The best part is that it's only 2
bucks! That's the same price as a bag of chips, and if this game were a bag of chips, it would be Pringles. I enjoy this game and
plan on playing it in the future, and I'm honored to be the first person to review this game.. It is a mobile game in the PC. It has
some addictiviness to it, but terrible level desing (more below). Altough it is clear that the developers like Hayao Miyazaki work
and got some inspiration from the Kiki's Delivery Service movie, the game does not have the art style nor the charm of Studio
Ghibli. The screen-shots on steam can be a little bit deceiving.

The game is about not crashing your broom in the numerous obstacles, including the ground and clouds above. The problem is
that there are many "doors", that open and close right after check points, which does not add real difficulty but makes the player
wait until it opens to restart playing, in a game that like Super Meat Boy, requires the player the master by repetition. Also,
check points are either too close or too far from one another (altough, to be fair, the player is the one who manages it since you
buy the check points with coins you aquire through the level).

One of the aspects that I find nice on the gameplay was the incetive to explore to find all letters and coins, but this is also bad
executed becouse of the level desing. In a game where the challenge is to move without crashing, this game has too many dead
ends, which punishes exploration far from check points.

The game is a good way to kill time, tough. It is addictive and I didn't see the time pass and got my mind away from everyday
problems (even if I was frustrated by the bad level design).

It sure is worth the money it demands, but is it worth your time? It is up to you to decide.

EDIT: I forgot to mention, but as of now we still can't use the menus with a game pad. Which is not a horrible thing, we can use
the mouse, but shows lack of pollishing.. 10 minutes in and I love it. If you are a fan of Breakout, or more recently Wizorb, this
is another great game in that genre. The humor and art style are nice too.
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This game will never be too old to be played, it's worth its price and the multiplayer is still populated. The only bad note is that
players will always try to "cheat" avoiding rules, cornercamping ecc... so play with your friends, others can't be trusted.. Silo is
an exceptional bit of software... I've been using Silo for several year both for personal work and commercially on many game
projects.

The biggest use of Silo for me yet was the block out of a huge amount of the open world in the Xbox 360 title Crackdown. I
used Silo almost exclusively to produce the base models for the areas that were exported into Max, textured and polished and
then put into the game editor.

Silo is still my go to low poly and character modelling tool. When used in conjustion with other tools such as Blender it produces
an excellent pipline.. Boring. Expected a little more depth to the game, but it's shoot at rocks, shoot at enemies, upgrade gear, go
to another area, rinse and repeat. From the other comments, it seems like there is more of a story that becomes revealed the
further along you get, but that's not appealing enough to me to get through the repetition. Maybe Freespace 2 and Freespace
Open have raised my standards for space sim games. Everspace does not cut it for me.. This software is a scam, there is no way
that real software would 100% crash,and\/or corrupt every single file you import into it within 10 minutes of using it..

Don't get me wrong,it would be an amazing tool for retopo if you could use it for more than 5 minutes after which it glitches
out. Camera stops working,your cursor will be drawn wherever you go with it (what is this,Windows xp?). And if you dare to
save it white it happens, after you've done a lot of topology work that you don't want to go to waste, the file will be corrupted
and you can start all over again.Sometimes it crashes too.

I've had this software for years and it's always been like this, the dev still hasn't fixed it (hence the low "playtime",I just bought
other software that actually works).

So yeah,save your money and buy something else instead.. Best VR MP shooter I've tried so far. Highly recommend and very
much looking forward to seeing it develop further.. <3 AbR

=)
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